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Comma thaws out winter with new Antifreeze and Coolant




New Comma Xstream® G64® Antifreeze and Coolant expands comprehensive product
catalogue in time for winter servicing peak
Unique phosphate and silicate formula protects against corrosion and low external
temperatures
Antifreeze and Coolant officially approved for all Volvo marque passenger vehicles

Comma has introduced its latest Antifreeze and Coolant to the market, as the winter servicing peak
continues across the UK.
The all-new Comma Xstream® G64® Antifreeze and Coolant arrives as OEM-approved for Volvo, one
of the largest brands in the UK, replacing the Xstream® G48® as the recommended choice for every
passenger vehicle model in its catalogue.
The high-performance credentials of Comma’s latest addition have also made it officially approved
for use on several agricultural engines, including tractors for SAME, MAN, Deutz-Fahr, Hürlimann
and Lamborghini Tractors.
An advanced phosphate and silicate design free of nitrites amines and borates enables the Xstream®
G64® to better protect cooling systems from both corrosion and the freezing temperatures the UK
continues to experience.
The new Comma Xstream® G64® Antifreeze and Coolant is available now in 2L concentrate packs and
5L as ready-mixed.
Mike Bewsey, Sales and Marketing Director at Comma Oil commented: “As winter continues to
sweep across the UK, motorists and mechanics alike need to ensure they are doing everything they
can to protect their vehicles from the extreme conditions.
“The latest addition to our comprehensive Antifreeze and Coolant catalogue aims to make that as
easy as possible; providing both ease of use and a wide number of applications, but above all
ensuring outstanding performance to beat the icy conditions and fully protect motorists.”
For further information, contact your local area sales manager, or call Comma Customer Services on
01474 564 311.
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About Comma
Comma Oil & Chemicals Limited was founded in 1965. As a world class manufacturer and supplier of
automotive lubricants, chemicals and car care products, the Comma brand range of products for
passenger, light commercial and heavy goods vehicles is distributed in more than 40 global markets
to both professional mechanics and motorists.
Comma became a wholly-owned operating division of Cosan S.A. of São Paulo, Brazil, in 2012. For
more information, visit: www.CommaOil.com
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